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Studies: Brief Notices

brief notices
regional studies in latter day forth ofthe doctrine and covenants
saint church history depart- the kirtland temple mummies pament of church history and doc- pyri and the exodus from kirtland
trine brigham young university in 1837 here are birth pains growing pains but also window panes
19901992
new york 1992 the largest
more people ought to know in this series this collection offers
about a valuable series of studies in new material relevant to palmyra in
church history coming out of the the 1820s asael smith the proBYU department of church history phets grandfather orson pratts
and doctrine each year BYU reli- defense of the first vision examined
gion faculty members have concen- in light of the surviving accounts of
trated their attention on a selected that manifestation all known visits
region important to latter day saints by moroni the name cumorah the
churche acquisition of the hill
the results are informatively docu- churchs
mented comfortably written and joseph smiths inlaw
in law problems
well indexed and they tell some john gilberts typesetting of the
good stories
book of mormon the organization
british isles 1990 this vol- of the church in 1830 the converume looks at LDS origins in america sions of thomas B marsh brigham
and england john Lo thropp an- young and W W phelps the relabetween josephs work on the
cestor of joseph smith social and tions betweenjosephs
religious conditions in england in bible and revelation and the miracuthe 1800s early publications of the lous 1964 new york worlds fair
pearl of great price and the millen- this volume shows the reader the
nial star as well as the main LDS people places and events that
developments in the british isles in were a part of new yorks mormon
this century england is an interest- history where the church arose
ing area where the church has come amid the ashes of the burned over
home where it has both roots and district in western new york
now branches
although the saints moved to the
ohio 1990 these eight dis- intermountain west new york
sions relive the move in 1831 remained a vital part of LDS hiscus
cussions
from new york to ohio revelations tory as birthplace of many of the
bings in hiram hymns and churchs
mobbings
dobbings
and mob
churche early leaders port of
publications ofw
ofa W phelps the kirt- entry for the majority of LDS immiland hebrew school the coming grants from europe and presently
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brief
home of many important church
historical sites
john W welch and
boley T thomas

toe book of mormon helaman
the

205

people are repeating some of the
same mistakes made by the ne
philes the process of sanctification
phites
nephite trade networks and the
dangers of a class society wickedness and vengeance and secret covenant teachings of men and satan
andrew teasdale

through 3 nephi 8 according to
thy word edited by monte S nyman
and charles D tate jr BYU reliA gift of faith erras
erias
eilas
ellas
elias hicks blackgious studies center 1992

burn pioneer patriarch and

perhaps no portion of the
book of mormon will better prepare
a people for the second coming
than helaman through 3 nephi 8
the record of the years prior to the
destructions accompanying christs
crucifixion and his visit to the ne
phites
philes commenting upon this portion of the book of mormon president benson wrote in the book of
mormon we find a pattern for preparing for the second coming
by careful study of that time period
we can determine why some were
destroyed in the terrible judgments
that preceded his coming and
what brought others to stand at the
temple in the land of bountiful and
thrust their hands into the wounds
of his hands and feet A witness
and a warning salt lake city
deseret book 1988 20 21
seventh in the religious studies centers series on the book of
mormon this is a collection of seventeen essays delivered at its an-

healer by voyle L munson and
Basin Plateau
lillian S munson basinplateau
press 1991

this biography originally problackburnn
duced for Black
blackburns
burns descen-

dants deserves wider attention
in an age when religious healings
were not uncommon elias hicks
blackburn 1827 1908 was nevertheless remarkable for the hundreds
of healings he mediated through
his gift of faith and his knack for
doctoring he served not only the
people in his own and surrounding
counties but also those who traveled from as far away as canada and
mexico to general conference partly
to meet him and be healed he often
spent entire days administering to
people many of his healings are recounted in detail
Black
blackburnn
blackburns
burns years of dedication to his church also included a
move from pennsylvania to nauvoo
and from there to utah relief work
nual symposium in 1992 topics for the willie and martin handcart
include the nature of the covenant companies a mission to england
between god and the inhabitants and service as first bishop of provo
of the promised land patterns of utah and later bishop to all of
apostasy the doctrine of calling and rabbit valley and patriarch to the
election in relation to nephi doc- sevier stake
extensively researched and retrines and truths restored in the book
of helaman ways in which modem checked for accuracy the book is
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straightforward
staight forward readable
written in a staightforward
style often the authors have allowed blackburn to speak for himself through quotations from his
diaries the book is further enriched
by several maps reproductions of
key documents and many photographs by professional photographer gary B peterson and others
doris R dant

sisters in spirit mormon women
in historical and cultural perspec
spective
tive edited by maureen ursenbach beecher and lavina fielding
anderson university of illinois
press 1987 paperback 1992

when sisters in spirit first
appeared it was one of only a
handful of scholarly works about
mormon women collectively as
opposed to works focusing biographically on an individuals expeces it also broke ground as the
riences
rien
first scholarly book to discuss several cultural issues affecting the self
identity of an american mormon
woman those who missed sisters
in spirit in 1987 may want to take
advantage of this new printing
its articles are still basic to a discussion of mormon culture
some of the articles seek to
clarify the present through the perspec
tive of mormonisms
spective
Mormoni sms past jill
mulvay derr traces the rise and the
fall and the signs of a rekindling
of communal sisterhood linda P
wilcox looks at the changing official views of motherhood and their

effects on womens feelings of
inadequacy linda king newell
provides one view of the role of
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such spiritual gifts as healing and
speaking in tongues in the lives of
women from kirtland days to the
present carol cornwall madsen explores the centrality of temple worship its power and purpose in the
spiritual lives of the first generation
of mormon women 103 she proposes that the meaning of the temple remains unchanged for women
two articles focus on scriptural definitions of women melodie
moench charles notes the diverse
valuations of women as depicted
in the scriptures and presents her
opinion as to which valuations have
been selected by modem mormon
culturejolene
culture jolene edmunds rockwood
citing several LDS authorities liberates eve from the stigma of the subjugation and curses sometimes read
into the garden of eden story in the
process she suggests that modem
modern
woman reappraise herself
the nine articles in sisters in
spirit offer significant though not
definitive accounts As grethe ballif
peterson comments these working definitions of priesthood are
limited they come from only eight
women though they echo concerns
heard from hundreds of women in
dozens of settings they are still
in process and very directly related
to individual experiences 268
in her conclusion linda P wilcox also notes the workings of diversity the wideningtheology
widening theology concerning heavenly mother which is
developing is more of a folk or at
least speculative theology than a
systematic development by theologians or a set of definitive pronoun
cements from ecclesiastical
nouncements
leaders for the moment mother in
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heaven can be almost whatever an
individual mormon envisions her to
be

74

these articles have stimulated
research and discussion both of
which have been further fueled by
the diversity of mormon women
themselves
doris R dant

women family and utopia communal experiments of the shakers
the oneida community and the
mormons
cormons
mons by lawrence foster
Mor
syracuse university press 1991

207
recognize that mormon women in
the past were not as emancipated as
he supposes and he oversimplifies
the complex queries female latter
day saints deal with today
yet he is willing to ask the hard
questions about women in the
mormon church past and present
that some inside scholars might
shy away from foster at least gives
us a point from which to begin
a discussion
jessie embry

scriptural teachings of the prophet
joseph smith annotated by richard
gentilesrush
gentiles rush in where saints galbraith deseret book 1993
fear to tread might be a good sumbefore buying this hefty volmary for lawrence fosters women
family and utopia drawing on ume take a good look when 1I first
his research published in religion saw this books cover 1I was thrilled
and sexuality three american here 1JI thought is a new book discommunal experiments of the cussing joseph smiths teachings
nineteenth century new york about various scriptural topics inoxford university press 1981 and stead I1 was surprised to find a verpreviously published articles foster batim reprinting of the familiar
1976 edition of joseph fielding
looks at women in the shaker
oneida and mormon communities smiths 1938 teachings of the
despite fosters efforts to provide a prophet joseph smith augmented
continuing thread to tie the theories with three brief additions one altertogether the book still reads like ation and thousands of scripture
reference footnotes
disconnected essays
those footnotes were generthe information is not all a
rehash though foster updates the ated by computer searching a prochapters by including modem femi- cedure that hits a few real gems but
nist jargon and trying to imagine also tons of unsifted scree some
how women of today would view footnotes lead the reader to specific
the positions of their sisters in the quotes but others are based on
cormons
Mor
mons single words or loose verbal or conpast with respect to the mormons
he believes that the church gave ceptual similarities I1 would have
women liberating opportunities in appreciated some indication of
the nineteenth century but is re- which word or phrase is tied to each
pressive today and he attempts to scripture reference how the less
analyze data according to that hy- obvious scriptures are pertinent to
po
pothesis
thesis foster however fails to the text or when one might believe
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that joseph smith had these particu- joseph who have left their names
thatjoseph
lar scriptures in mind as he spoke
in the registry at the caim
cairn
calm on the
while this book will serve well lofty summit the book contains sixto encourage more meticulous study teen chapters essays talks articles
of the teachings of joseph smith in notes and comments together with
light of his unparalleled scriptural
fluency the volume missed a good
opportunity to utilize some of the
recent textual research on the words
ofjoseph smith
nevertheless the title has an
undeniable lure to it it will undoubtedly sell like hot
cakes
hotcakes
john W welch

temple and cosmos by hugh W
voi 12 in the collectedworks
vol
nibley
nibleyvol
collected works
of hugh nibley deseret book and
foundation forAncient research and

copious illustrations
no guide is perfect but every
page of this book reflects the wisdom of an old man of the mountains one whose deep love of the
peak and whose constant attention
to its details have produced remarkable insights and the impelling
desire to share them with others
1I cant think of a better guide to
do some climbing with and after
all you wouldnt want to climb
mt everest without an expert along
john W welch

mormon studies 1992
if the temple is to be seen as
the cosmic mountain then think
of this book as a mountaineering
guide A good guide knows the terrain the routes of ascent the weather the equipment and everything
necessary to lead a party successfully to the sun
unit more than that
summit
a good guide loves to climb

temple and cosmos puts the
temple on the map and marks all
the main features of its idealized
topography and eternal coordinates
it discusses temple gear clothing
compasses symbols holy ground
and the rules of the trail as one
makes the step by step journey upward into the presence of the lord
it expands the enjoyment of each
vista that opens beneath the rising
trekker and it exults in the view
from the top it reminisces with others like adam moses benjamin
apostles of jesus and the prophet
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